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ABSTRACT 
  

Language is the means of communication among people. Gilaki language is one of the branches of Pahlavi Ashkani 
language i.e. Parti, which is spoken in the north of Iran and the south parts of the Caspian Sea. Gilaki language and English 
language are included in the Indo-European branch of languages in language classifications. In this paper similar 
vocabularies in Gilaki and English languages are investigated. Among found vocabularies, some are completely similar 
both in terms of phonetic and semantic; some are semantically similar but phonetically different and some are phonetically 
similar but semantically different. And finally some words have slight differences both phonetically and semantically.  
KEY WORDS: language comparison, lexical similarity, Gilaki language, English language.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Gilan is one of the northern provinces of Iran. It is located in the southern coast of the Caspian Sea. Without any 
exaggeration, Gilan is one of the oldest habitat of Iran [1]. In Avesta it is mentioned as Varna. Greece calls this land 
Kadousian [2]. The language of people of Gilan is Gilaki. Gilaki language belongs to the western group of Iranian 
languages. It is one of the branches of Pahlavi Ashkani language i.e. Parti. Gilaki language and English language belongs to 
the Indo-European family of languages [3]. Therefore due to the similar historical roots with English language, to see the 
common words in terms of pronunciation and meaning should not be surprising. 

The present study has attempted to identify similar lexicon between two languages – Gilaki and English languages. 
Lexical similarity is a measure of the degree to which the word sets of two given languages are similar. The importance of 
this paper is to show the common roots between two languages that are geographically far apart.  Amongst found words, 
some are exactly the same with English words in terms of phonetic and semantic (table 1). Some words have common 
meaning and application but a little phonetic changes (table2). And some words have similar phonetic but a little semantic 
changes (table 3). And finally some words are both semantically and phonetically different but these changes are not 
significant (table4). 
 
Background linguistics research about Gilaki language 
Around 1830, Alexander Chodzko [4] - a Russian expert on Iran- studied Caspian dialects during the eleven years staying 
in Iran.  
Berezine [5] is an Iranologist that studied Caspian dialects.  
B. Dorn [6] – a German expert on Iran- in the years of 1860 to 1861, conducted a research in the northern provinces of Iran 
about the scientific study of Caspian dialects.  
Dorn's works were later used by Wilhem Geiger – a German Iranologist – in his book called “Grundrib der iranischen 
philogie” [7].  
Melgunov [8], a Russian expert, published a book about Gilaki structures.  
Rabino [9], a French expert, with using his political position in Iran, between 1906 and 1912, gathered valuable resources 
about Gilan and its language. 
In 1930, a Danish expert on Iran, Christensen [10], published a very precious book about the grammatical structure of the 
Gilaki language.  
Zavyalova [11], published his study on the phonetics of Gilaki language in 1955 in Leningrad.  
Several Russian scientists: Rastargoueua, V. S., Kerimova, A. A., Mohamadzadeh, A. K.., Pirejko, L. A., Edelmann, D. A  
[12] in 1971 published “Gilyanskij yazyk” book  in  Moscow consisting a set of scientific research about Gilaki language. 
After publishing that book, three of these scientists: Rastargoueua, V. S., Kerimova, A. A., Mohamadzadeh, and A.K.  [13], 
published a Gilaki- Russian dictionary in 1980.  
 

METHODOLOGY 
 

Comparative studies in linguistics have a long history. Two languages – possibly more- can be compared to determine 
the differences and similarities between them [14]. Common ground of English with other languages can be observed in 
different layers such as vocabulary, structure, and context [15]. The first and the most superficial layer of common ground 
of languages is the level of vocabulary.  
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The theoretical framework of this research is the Lado’s   pattern for comparison of vocabularies across languages. 
Lado [16] distinguishes seven patterns including: 1.cognates, 2.false/deceptive cognates, 3.words similar in meaning but 
different in form, 4.words that have strange meaning, 5.new form types or idioms, 6. Words that have different 
connotations in two languages, 7.geographically- restricted words. This research focuses on the first and the second pattern: 
cognates and false/deceptive cognates. Ziahosseiny [17] defines cognates as: a number of words having reasonably similar 
pronunciation (and/or spelling) and meaning in the compared languages. Some of these words are borrowing and others can 
be traced back to the same etymological source. He [ibid] also defines false/deceptive cognates as: words which are similar 
in form, but may be only partially similar in meaning or may have quite different meaning.  

The operational framework of this paper is based on the field research in Gilan.  Data gathered from different cities 
and places of Gilan province with the help of many Gilak students of the northern universities of Iran (Islamic Azad 
University of Roudsar and Amlash, and Islamic Azad university of Lahijan) and with speaking with many native speakers 
of this land. 
 

DISCUSSION 
 

Table 1. Similar words in terms of phonetic and semantic 

 
 

Table 2. Words with a common meaning and application but slight phonetic differences 
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Table 3.  Words with a similar phonetic but slight semantic differences 

 
 

Table 4. Words with both phonetic and semantic differences 

 
 
As it can be seen in table 1, these words are both phonetically and semantically similar in two languages. 

In table 2, there are some of Gilaki words that have changed slightly in terms of phonetic but have common meaning 
and application. The words mentioned in these two tables belongs to the first pattern of Lado’s category: cognates. Because 
these words have reasonably similar pronunciation and meaning in the compared languages i.e. English language and 
Gilaki language. Some of these similarities cab be due to borrowing and others can be traced back to the same etymological 
source. But according to the geographical location, Gilan was less affected by other societies and Gilaki language could 
greatly stay unchanged. Therefore the main reason for this similarities can be attributed to the common roots.  

 The words mentioned in table 3, have similar phonetics but different meanings. These words belong to the second 
pattern of Lado’s category: false/deceptive cognates. Because these words are similar in form but are only partially similar 
in meaning.  

And finally the words mentioned in table 4 have both phonetic and semantic changes.  
As it is clear, there are many similar vocabularies between two languages. Lexical similarity can be used to evaluate 

the degree of genetic relationship between two languages. There are different ways to measure the degree to which the two 
given languages are similar e.g. mass comparison or Ethnologue’s method. These paper tried to find the common words in 
two languages and does not determine the level of their genetic relatedness.  
 
Conclusion 

 The attention of linguists to one of the most basic commons of human beings -language- has provided valuable 
results to international community. Common origin of many languages is a true evidence for being common of many other 
human factors. Finding the roots and clarifying them by linguists can provide us with some hidden layers of facts in the 
past. This research reveals that Gilaki language contains many lexical similarities with English language. Lexical similarity 
among languages are not coincidental that can be ignored. It can be used to evaluate the degree of genetic relationship 
between two languages. Additional research is needed to determine the level of genetic relatedness between Gilaki and 
English languages.  
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